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THE RACE

The premier event in ocean rowing - a challenge that will take rowers more than 
3000 miles west from San Sebastian in La Gomera, Canary Islands to Nelson’s 
Dockyard English Harbour, Antigua & Barbuda.  The annual race begins in early 
December, with up to 30 teams participating from around the world.

TALISKER WHISKY
ATLANTIC CHALLENGE

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge brings together 
teams from all walks of life, united by the same objective 
- to take on the unique challenge of crossing an ocean in 
a rowing boat.

The atmosphere is electric as people help each other prepare 
for the challenge of the mighty Atlantic Ocean.  The challenge 
creates strong friendships and competitiveness gives way to 
camaraderie that will be relied upon throughout the event.

Teams battle with sleep deprivation, salt sores and physical 
extremes that the row will inflict. Rowers are left with their 
own thoughts, an expanse of the ocean and the job of getting 
the boat safely to the other side. The race offers different 
experiences to all involved.

Upon finishing, rowers join a small community of 
friends that have shared the adventures of an ocean 
crossing.  The mental and physical endurance will 
result in a life changing environment, something that 
will never be forgotten.

Teams depart from La Gomera, Spain and row across 
the Atlantic arriving in English Harbour, Antigua



RACE FACTS
• More people have climbed Everest than rowed an ocean.

• Each team will row in excess of 1.5 million oar strokes over a race.

• Rowers will row for 2 hours, and sleep for 2 hours, constantly, 24 hours a day.

• Over £6 million has been raised for charities worldwide over the past 4 races.

• At its deepest, The Atlantic Ocean is 8.5km/5.28 miles deep.

• The waves the rowers will experience can measure up to 20ft high.

• There are two safety yachts supporting the teams as they cross the ocean.  In 

the 2013 race, one yacht travelled a massive 9,000nm!

• The 2013 winning Team Locura arrived in Antigua with a blue marlin beak 

pierced through the hull of their boat.

• Each rower is expected to use 800 sheets of toilet paper during their crossing.

• The teams are supported 24/7 by two land-based duty officers.

• In the 2016 race, solo rower Daryl Farmer arrived in Antigua after 96 days, 

rowing without a rudder to steer with for nearly 1,200 miles/40 days.

• Each rower needs to aim to consume 10 litres of water per day.

• Rowers burn in excess of 5,000 calories per day.

• There is no toilet on board - rowers use a bucket!

• Each rower loses on average 12kgs crossing the Atlantic.

• In the 2018 race, solo rower Kelda Wood (Row 2 Raise) was kept company by 

a whale for nearly 7 days.

• A fully functioning water maker takes 30 minutes to make 20 litres of water.

Before and after portraits



RACE ORGANISER
Atlantic Campaigns are the race organisers and owners of the race.  Atlantic 
Campaigns staff have over 50 years of ocean rowing experience and an inherent 
dedication and passion for the sport.

Atlantic Campaigns see the race as a platform to nurture and create future greatness.  The 
characters that take part become role models and sometimes even mentors for future teams.

Atlantic Campaigns main consideration is safety, but the rowers success and achievement of 
their dreams follow closely behind. Atlantic Campaigns pride themselves in being there from 
the start to finish and beyond.

“As CEO of Atlantic Campaigns (the race organisers of the Talisker Whisky Atlantic 
Challenge) I am fortunate enough to witness first hand the courage, determination and 
resilience of each and every person that enters the race. To play a part in an individual’s 
desire to achieve a dream is a humbling experience. Emotion aside, Atlantic Campaigns 
prides itself on a 100% safety record, with the welfare of our competitors our first priority.  
With the support of 2 safety yachts, 24 hour assistance, advice and guidance from sign-up to 
the finish line and beyond, Atlantic Campaigns delivers the platform to host the most 
comprehensive ocean rowing race in history.”

CARSTEN HERON OLSEN, CEO ATLANTIC CAMPAIGNS

“I participated in TWAC18 with all the uncertainty that comes with an adventure like this. The 
Atlantic Campaigns team really were a safe harbour. From great communication with Carsten 
& Nikki during the two year preparation period to the Safety Officers Ian & Lee leading us 
across the ocean - Atlantic Campaigns took care of any issues so I could focus on my 
journey.”

MADS VANGSO - WOLFPACK GYM TEAM POWERED BY GARMIN



THE TITLE SPONSOR

Talisker Single Malt Whisky, a brand synonymous with 
rugged adventure, has been the official title sponsor of 

the race for eight consecutive years.

Talisker is the oldest distillery on the Isle of Skye, made by 
the sea in one of the most remote, rugged, yet beautiful 

landscapes in Scotland.  Founders of Talisker Whisky, the 
MackAskill brothers, rowed from Eigg to Skye to establish 
the Talisker Distillery in Scotland almost 200 years ago.

“We are very proud to continue our longstanding 
relationship with this extraordinary sporting event that 
celebrates the transformational experience and journey of 
each rower as they immerse themselves fully in the 
elements.  The Talisker founders, whilst not coming close 
to crossing the Atlantic, shared the same sense of 
adventure and passion as the rowers do today, an 
incredible display of what it means to be “made by the sea”

Lisa Everingham
Global Head of Talisker



ABOUT J SEA J

CHARITY
Cancer Research UK is the world’s leading charity dedicated to beating 
cancer through research. They are fighting cancer on all fronts, finding 
new ways to prevent, diagnose and treat the disease to save more lives. 
They are entirely funded by the public. With our help, they can ensure 
more people beat cancer.

Team ‘J SEA J’ consists of just one person, Charles James, who will 
be rowing solo across the Atlantic Ocean in 2020/21.

I’ve always been a lover of the ocean and have several qualifications 
including Day Skipper and Powerboat licences. This passion for water has 
certainly come from my father, who competed twice in the Fastnet Sailing 
race and during my time at university where I rowed competitively for 3 
years.

In 2010 I sadly lost my father to cancer and, to mark the 10 year 
anniversary, I have decided to compete in a challenge which I see as 
being as close as possible to the test he faced during his battle against the 
disease.

This is where the team name originated from, as his full name was Jeremy 
Charles James - JCJ.  Therefore, in his memory we came up with the 
name ‘J Sea J’.

Welcoming JCJ back into Plymouth after the 2007 Fastnet, just before 
he was first diagnosed with cancer.



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
PLATINUM SPONSOR

£25,000.00

BRANDING
•Your company’s logo will be displayed 
in a prime location on the hull of the 
boat (approx 2m).
•Your company’s logo will be printed on 
all team clothing, which will be worn 
throughout the training process and at 
all events.
•Your website and logo will be placed 
on the J Sea J website.

Media
•Your products and company will be 
endorsed on all social media platforms.
•You will have access to all photos and 
videos from J Sea J.

Corporate Engagement
•I will attend any publicity or 
promotional events, pre and post race, 
with the boat - if required and feasible.
•You will receive a pair of signed ocean 
rowing oars for display in your office.

Gala Dinner
•Your logo will be placed on the step 
and repeat wall.
•You will have a two page spread in the 
brochure to promote your company.

GOLD SPONSOR
£15,000.00

BRANDING
•Your company’s logo will be displayed 
on the hull of the boat (approx 1m).
•Your company’s logo will be printed on 
all team clothing, which will be worn 
throughout the training process and at 
all events.
•Your company logo will be placed on 
the J Sea J website.

Media
•Your products and company will be 
endorsed on all social media platforms.
•You will have access to all photos and 
videos from J Sea J.

Corporate Engagement
•I will attend up to two publicity or 
promotional events, pre and post race, 
with the boat - if required and feasible.

Gala Dinner
•Your logo will be placed on the step 
and repeat wall.
•You will have a one page spread in the 
brochure to promote your company.

SILVER SPONSOR
£10,000.00

BRANDING
•Your company’s logo will be displayed 
on the hull of the boat (approx 0.5m).
•Your company logo will be placed on 
the J Sea J website.

Media
•Your products and company will be 
endorsed on all social media platforms.
•You will have access to all photos and 
videos from J Sea J.

Corporate Engagement
•I will attend one publicity or 
promotional events, pre and post race, 
with the boat - if required and feasible.

Gala Dinner
•Your logo will be placed on the step 
and repeat wall.
•You will have a half page spread in the 
brochure to promote your company.

BRONZE SPONSOR
£5,000.00

BRANDING
•Your company’s logo will be displayed 
on the hull of the boat (approx 0.3m).
•Your company logo will be placed on 
the J Sea J website.

Media
•Your products and company will be 
endorsed on all social media platforms.
•You will have access to all photos and 
videos from J Sea J.

Corporate Engagement
•I will attend 1 publicity or promotional 
event, pre or post race.

Gala Dinner
•You will have a quarter page spread in 
the brochure to promote your company.



HISTORY OF THE RACE

1986:
Two Norwegian 
immigrants, George 
Harbo and Frank 
Samuelson became 
the first people to row 
across the Atlantic W-
E from New York to 
England.  Their time 
recorded for rowing 
the North Atlantic 
Ocean was not 
broken for 114 years.

1966:
Sir Chay Blyth and 
John Ridgway were 
the first pair to row 
across the Atlantic in 
the twentieth century, 
crossing from Cape 
Cod to Ireland in a 
time of 92 days.

1997:
Inspired by his row in 1966 Sir Chay Blyth 
with his company ‘The Challenge Business’ 
organised the first Atlantic Race named 
‘Port St. Charles Rowing Race’ starting 
from Playa San Juan, Tenerife but only 
allowing teams of pairs.  The race finished in 
Port St. Charles, Barbados 3,000 miles 
away.  30 teams started and 24 teams 
finished.  After 41 days, 2 hours and 55 
minutes ‘Team Kiwi Challenge’ from New 
Zealand with Rob Hamill and Phil Stubbs on 
board arrived first in Barbados.

2001:
Named ‘Ward Evans 
Atlantic Rowing Race’ it 
was once again a boat from 
New Zealand that finished in 
Barbados first after 42 days, 
4 hours and 3 minutes, this 
time with Team Telecom 
Challenge, Matt Goodman 
and Steve Westlake on 
board. 36 boats started the 
race and 33 finished.

2003:
Named ‘The Woodvale Atlantic Rowing 
Race’ the race changed its departure port to 
San Sebastian de la Gomera, an island just 
South of Tenerife - the same port and island 
where Christopher Columbus started his 
journey towards to the New World. The first 
boat to arrive in Port St. Charles Barbados 
was ‘ Team Holiday Shoppe Challenge’ for 
the third time in a row, again a team from 
New Zealand.  James Fitzgerald and Kevin 
Biggar arrived after a record breaking time of 
40 days, 4 hours and 3 minutes, closely 
followed by Team CRC who came in just 9 
hours later!

2005:
This year the  ‘The Woodvale Atlantic Rowing 
Race’ was combined with ‘The ORS Atlantic 
Rowing Regatta’.  The race was now also 
open for other classes and therefore it was 
possible for Team Atlantic 4 with David Martin, 
Neil Wightwick, Glynn Coupland and George 
Simpson from the UK to step on land in the new 
finishing port English Harbour in Antigua.  This 
was also the year where the double Olympic 
Gold medalist James Cracknell and TV 
presenter Ben Fogle participated resulting in the 
Royal Television Society award-winning 
programme, “Through Hell and High Water” 
produced for the BBC.

2007:
Still know as ‘The Woodvale 
Atlantic Rowing Race,’ the 
race moved the start date to 
the month we have today, 
which is December.  After 48 
days, 2 hours and 52 
minutes ‘Team Pura Vida’ 
with John Cecil-Wright, 
Robbie Grant, Tom Harvey & 
Carl Theakston all from GB 
stepped on land in sunny 
Antigua.

2009:
With a delayed race start 
due to bad weather the 
race started in January 
2010.  Englishman Charlie 
Pitcher won as a solo 
rower on board JJ (Insure 
& Go) after 52 days, 6 
hours and 47 minutes.  
The brother of Atlantic 
Campaigns CEO, Carsten 
Heron Olesen participated 
in this race and the seed 
was planted for what later 
would be a new era within 
the world of ocean rowing.



2011:
Inspired by the MacAskill brothers 
journey from Eigg to Skye to found 
the Talisker Distillery in 1830, 
Talisker Whisky signed the first 
one year contract with Woodvale 
Ltd and became the first major title 
sponsor within ocean rowing.  On 
December 5th a fleet of 17 teams 
including the legendary 
Row2Recovery started the Talisker 
Whisky Atlantic Challenge in La 
Gomera.  Only 11 teams made it 
all the way.  Team Box No 8 with 
Toby Iles and Nick Moore, GB 
reached Barbados after 40 days 9 
hours and 15 minutes.

2012:
Atlantic Campaigns 
became a reality and 
the race was bought 
from Woodvale Ltd.  
Exciting negotiations 
takes place between 
Talisker and Atlantic.

2013:
This was the first race organised by Atlantic Campaigns.  
The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge started in La 
Gomera on December 4th and proved to be one of the 
toughest years with the Atlantic Ocean throwing 
everything it had at the intrepid rowers.  Despite the rough 
start Team Locura with Tom Salt and Mike Burton, GB, 
reach Antigua after 41 days, 2 hours, 38 minutes.

The fleet Support Yacht ‘Miss Tick’ travelled over 
9,000kms supporting the fleet.

Virgin Atlantic sign as the official travel partner of TWAC.

Team ‘2 Boys in a Boat’ raised £360k for charity.

2016:
The new race record 
didn’t last long as the US/
UK mixed Team Latitude 
35, Jason Caldwell, 
Angus Collins, Matthew 
Brown and Alex Simpson 
started in La Gomera 
December 14th finishing 
only 35 days 14 hours 
and 3 minutes later in 
Antigua, beating the one 
year record by almost 
two days.  The first 
onboard Inmarsat 
systems sends back live 
footage during real time 
race conditions.  Team 
‘Row 4 James’ breaks 
the record for the largest 
amount for money raised 
for charity at £650k.

2018:
A total contrast to the 
conditions of the previous 
race, this year was relatively 
calm and slow.  There were 
some headwinds and times 
of frustrating calm.  Though 
it was not as scary as 2017, 
crews had to dig deep for 
every mile and face the 
challenge of slow hard 
rowing with no surfing and 
no significant helping 
conditions.  World records 
were still achieved with 
youngest ever male solo 
(Lukas Haitzmann), the 
oldest ever pair and the 
fastest female pair.

May 2013:
Talisker Whisky brought the first 
rowing-machine powered cinema 
to London!  A 30-foot screen by 
Tower Bridge showed the epic 
BBC documentary “Through Hell 
and High Water” with double 
Olympic Gold medalist James 
Cracknell and TV presenter Ben 
Fogle crossing the Atlantic in 2005.  
The event was a teaser for the 
Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge 
2013 and was recognised by the 
Guinness Book of World Records 
for generating the most electricity 
within an hour using rowing 
machines.

2015:
New developments and safety procedures 
introduced by Atlantic Campaigns shows a result 
as 26 teams leave La Gomera on December 20th 
in The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge and 
26 teams arrive safely in Antigua. This was also 
the year where Team Ocean Reunion, Angus 
Collins, Gus Barton, Joe Barnett and Jack 
Mayhew, set the new Race record of 37 days 9 
hours and 12 minutes.  TWAV 2015 also saw the 
youngest (Callum Gathercole) and the oldest 
(Peter Smith) to ever row any ocean.

Atlantic Campaigns decide to make the race 
annual and sign a three year title sponsor deal with 
Talisker Whisky, meaning the race in 2016, 2017 
and 2018 will be named Talisker Whisky Atlantic 
Challenge.

2017:
Atlantic Campaigns develop the 
official TWAC merchandise 
brand ‘3000 miles’.

One of the fastest years on 
record as multiple records are 
broken including Mark Slats for 
the fastest ever solo rower, The 
Four Oarsmen for the fastest 
ever team and Kung Fu Cha 
Cha for the fastest ever all 
female team.



BRANDING

“We’re impressed by Team Wolfpack Gym powered by 
Garmin’s achievements and truly proud to have been able 
to showcase our products as perfect match for such an 
epic adventure.”

Stefan Hemmingson
Garmin Nordic Denmark



BOAT BRANDING
The rowing boat is the ultimate blank canvas - a floating billboard that will be 
shown around the world.

Preparing to row the Atlantic Ocean takes time, training and money.  On average the 
rowers need to raise between £80,000 - £100,000 per campaign in order to get to the 
start line.

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge offers potential sponsors, brands and 
ambassadors the opportunity to raise the profile and brand perception of their 
company on a national and international scale.

Sponsoring a team’s challenge provides a platform for companies to align with a 
campaign that not only represents their core values as a business, but whose story 
could be seen by over 3 billion people worldwide.

“Our platinum sponsorship of Atlantic Discovery gave NAGICO the opportunity to align our 
story of emerging strong, resilient and reliable after the catastrophic weather events of 
2017, with the teams extreme endurance row calling on the same core values and 
teamwork for success.  We were also able to position our Caribbean-based insurance 
brand on a global stage and support the teams philanthropic goals.  The investment turned 
out to be far more commercially viable than we anticipated; we gained four upstanding 
brand ambassadors, sustained PR exposure which has lasted over 6 months and still 
continues, and most gratifying, we and the team have inspired school children, university 
students and a variety or organisations around the world, as well as raising the profile of 
MS and raising money for the research to cure the condition.  It is, without doubt, the most 
commercially beneficial partnership in the history of our business sponsorships.”

KYRIA ALI - GROUP STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICER - NAGICO GROUP



GLOBAL
The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge attracts rowers from across 
the globe, all united by the challenge of crossing and ocean.

So far teams from all over the world have participated including: UK, 
Ireland, USA, South Africa, Spain, Romania, Norway, Sweden, Australia, 
New Zealand, China, Finland, Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland, Wales, 
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Egypt, Ukraine & Antigua. A truly global race, 
each team draws significant fan and media attention from their home 
country. The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge is the key international 
event in ocean rowing.



MEDIA



OFFICIAL RACE CONTENT

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge has a 
dedicated media team to maximise coverage and 
exposure around the world.

Official film crews and photographers are present at 
race start and finish to capture key visual assets that 
are distributed around the world.  Press releases and 
video news reels (VNRs) are produced for each team, 
always ensuring there is a steady stream of content to 
be ‘consumed’ by global media.



CONTENT FROM THE SEA
There are two main channels in which content is received 
directly from the Atlantic Ocean: Teams and Support Yachts.

Although not  a race requirement, an increasing number of 
teams have satellite terminals onboard capable of 
transmitting photos and short videos.

Apart from assuring the safety and wellbeing of the fleet, the 
Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge support yachts have a 
photographer and videographer onboard.  They will roam 
through the fleet to capture the best action.  Safety of the 
fleet is the top priority for the support yachts at all times.

Many teams have technology onboard their boats that 
enables footage to be sent directly from the high seas.  
Providing a glimpse of life onboard, this content is 
immensely valuable for media and sponsors. As 
interest in the race continues to grow exponentially, 
this technology is expected to be more widely adopted.

The BGAN Satellite Terminal used by the official support yachts.

Photos sent and transmitted via the official support yacht

The support yacht transmitting video footage of a team rescue



PR COVERAGE

121,450,200

52,600,000

Audience Impression 2018/19

People Reached



TELEVISION
COVERAGE

The record-breaking edition of the race and a focus 
on supplying major broadcasters with high-quality 
video footage and PR efforts helped generate record 
television coverage for the 2018/19 race.

223+

248+

15,100.000

Individual broadcasts

Hours of coverage

Total viewers



PRINT
COVERAGE

The race secured high profile print coverage across 
major print publications internationally, resulting in an 
increased amount of growth in audiences reached.

2,105

21,600,000

Total articles

Unique people reached



DIGITAL
COVERAGE

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge was a bigger 
draw than ever for digital news media in 2018/19.

4,236

11,250,000

Total placements

Unique people reached



RACE
PLATFORMS



FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM TWITTER

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge 
page has significantly more followers in 
the 25 - 54 age group than the Facebook 
average.  Photos and videos were the 
most engaging content type with 
Facebook Live proving to be hugely 
popular, attracting over 588,553 unique 
live video views.

18,070,125 Total reach

25 - 34 Most reached age group

19,250 Page likes

3.9 Average posts per day

80.10% Post engagement rate

Instagram is proving to be one of the most 
popular ways for fans to engage with the 
race.  The latest content from the fleet is 
constantly uploaded by a dedicated content 
manager, on site at the start in La Gomera 
and at the finish line in Antigua.

42,354 Total post likes

25 - 34 Most reached age group

4,351 Total page likes

20.2% Engagement rate

Twitter is the fastest way to get news 
from the fleet. The feed is updated by a 
dedicated content manager aggregating 
the latest information, videos, and photos 
from the race.

18,163 Followers

20,234 Engagements

717,246 Impressions



YOUTUBE RACE WEBSITE TRACKER

The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge’s 
official YouTube channel generated more 
than 2 million lifetime views over 53 
countries.  Most views come from 
Western Europe.  Over 66% of the 
YouTube audience is between 18 and 44 
years old.

2,053,335 Lifetime views

6,983,926 Minutes watched

The official Talisker Whisky Atlantic 
Challenge website acts as a hub for both 
rowers and fans. The website has all the 
information needed for interested fans and 
future participants. The ‘Rowers Log In’ 
provides all the relevant resources for teams 
in preparation for their row.

1.5m Page views

Over 100K Unique monthly views

3 min 32 sec Average time on website

The tracker is the most popular way for 
fans to follow the progress of the boats 
during the crossing.  Known as ‘dot 
watching’, the positions of the boats are 
updated approximately every 4 hours.

2,674,661 Page views

5 min 26 sec Average time 

65% Growth compared to 2017/18



ENVIRONMENT Atlantic Campaigns are acutely aware that although we 
deliver the platform for the Talisker Whisky Atlantic 
Challenge to take place, ultimately it’s the Atlantic Ocean 
that provides the setting, surroundings and scenery.  With 
this in mind, we are passionate about educating past, 
present and future generations in the wellness of our 
oceans and taking action to the ‘Turn The Tide On Plastic’ 
campaign - A pledge we have signed with the UK 
ENVIRONMENT.

This is one of the reasons why we partnered up with our 
Official Hydration Partner, ECO FOR LIFE.

Eco for Life provided the fleet of 2018 with all their emergency 
drinking water that must be carried by each vessel in the hull 
of their ocean rowing boat.  Eco for Life are plastic free water 
bottles, made from 100% plant based materials.  Over half the 
fleet of the 2018 race raised funds and awareness to highlight 
the worldwide issues of plastic pollution.

We aim to become a carbon neutral ocean rowing event within 
2019 by investing in green energy at our two race destinations, 
setting a precedent for future carbon neutral endurance events 
and inspiring people to make sustainable lifestyle choices.

“Whilst the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge fundamentally tasks rowers with completing 
one of the toughest mental and physical feats possible, it is also an opportunity for them to 
connect with nature and the ocean in a way many have never done before.  Spending time 
at both the start and finish line with such determined and passionate wild spirits has been 
incredibly inspiring.  It was amazing how many teams this year were taking part in the race 
to raise money and awareness for environmental issues and I hope the memories of 
seeing beautiful wildlife combined with heartbreaking pollution during their row, will 
continue to inspire them and others to work towards reducing our plastic consumption”

Lizzie Carr - Environmental Activist




